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Abstract. We prove that a linear combination of positive real powers of x ,

with integral 0 and equal values at 0 and 1 , is a coboundary for any irrational

rotation of bounded type. We apply this result to establish the ergodicity of

related compact and noncompact skew products.

1. Introduction

We shall study an equivalence relation defined on real-valued functions on

R/Z. Two functions, vx and v2, are cohomologous if there exists a Lebesgue

measurable, real-valued function w such that

(1) vx(x)-v2(x) = w(x) - w(x + 6)

for almost all x , where 6 is a fixed irrational.

This equivalence relation arises in the representation theory of nontype I

groups [3, 8] and groups with ordered duals [6]. It is also related to the ergodicity

of skew products of the form

Tv : R/Z x R -> R/Z x R

Tv(x,y) = (x + e,y + v(x)).

If v is cohomologous to a constant c, then f(x, y) = e ni<-w(-x>+y>/c js an invari-

ant function for Tv , thus showing that Tv is not ergodic. If v is cohomologous

to a nonconstant function w , then the ergodicity of Tw implies the ergodicity

of Tv [9].
We will focus our attention on the cohomology relations among functions

of the form xa - I/(a + I), for a > 0, and on the ergodicity of the corre-

sponding skew products Txa_x/(Q+1) • (The constant l/(a+l) is required since

cohomological equivalence requires equal integrals and ergodicity requires an
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integral of 0.) Our results extend easily to linear combinations of functions

of this type. We also obtain information about the multiplicative cohomology

relations among the exponentials of these functions, and about the ergodicity

of the compact skew products these exponentials define.

Previous results concerning cohomology of continuous functions required an

F derivative [2], and thus provided information only for a > 1/2 . Previous

ergodicity results required the even more restrictive condition of a continuous

derivative [5], so that a > 1. In this paper, we establish the cohomological

equivalence of the Xa - I/(a + 1) for all a > 0, and we obtain as a corollary

the ergodicity of F^^, +1) for all a > 0. However, we need to restrict the

fixed irrational 8 to be of bounded type. This means that there exists a ô > 0

such that |1 - e nin | > ô/n for all n > 0. Some restriction has been shown to

be essential for cohomology results; the only pairs of continuous functions that

are cohomologous for all 6 are those that differ by trigonometric polynomials

[1]. Whether the restriction is necessary for the ergodicity result below is still

unknown.

2.

We will establish cohomological equivalence, as in [2], by using Fourier tech-

niques to find solutions to the functional equation (1). We write

/   \ /   \       V^      / \   Ininx
vx(x)-v2(x) = }^cn(vx-v2)e

and look for a solution w(x) = J2cn(w)e2?nnx. Suppose that vx and v2 are

absolutely continuous, with c0(vx - v2) = 0, and that vx(0) - v2(0) — vx(l) -

v2(l). Then from (1), we see that we should look for a w with cn(w) =

cn(vx - v2)/(l - e2n'"e). The obvious difficulty lies in showing the convergence

of Y^cn(w)e n c for this w. If vx — v2 has an L derivative, we write, for

n t¿ 0, cn(w) = cn(v[ - v'2)an, where on = l/lnin(l - e2n'"e), and note that

{on} is a bounded sequence for 6 of bounded type. To extend this technique

to functions with Lp derivatives, 1 < p < 1, we use the following classical

result.

Theorem (Marcinkiewicz). Let {mn} be a bounded sequence on Z. Then {mn}

is a bounded multiplier on Lp , p > 1, if there exists a lacunary sequence {Nk}

and a constant M such that J2N <|,|</v    |w  - mj+\\ < AI for all k.

Proof. See [4].

We will take {Nk} to be the sequence of denominators of the convergents of

the continued fraction expansion for 8 . The convergents give the best rational

approximations to 8 (best relative to size of denominator). The theory of

continued fractions gives estimates on how close these approximations are, and

ties the property of being of bounded type to a growth condition for the {A^}.

In particular, we will need the following facts.
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Lemma 1. For 8 of bounded type, there exist positive constants ô (as in the

definition of bounded type), a' and 8" such that:

(1) For all j <Nk,

SIN, <    min   |e
K       0<h<Nk

hftj

2nij6        2nih6,    . ¡.i
- e <à'/Nk.

(1) ô"Nk_x>Nk>Nk_x+Nk_2.

Proof. See [7].

Note that by (2), Nk/Nk_x > 1 + I/o" > 1, which shows that the {Nk}

forms a lacunary sequence.

The following lemma uses these properties of the convergents to give an

estimate we will need in applying the Marcinkiewicz Theorem to show coho-

mological equivalence.

Lemma 2. There exist constants Mx and M2 such that

Mxln(Nk)<      £      \aj-aj+l\<M2\n(Nk).

Nk<\j\<NM

Proof. By symmetry, we need only consider positive j . Now,

1
|aACT7 + »l =  27T

1 e2nije(e2nie - I)

j(j + 1)(1 - e2"ije)     (j + 1)(1 - e2nije)(l - e2niU+x)e)

1
/   2nid      ,<Wg    -1

1 -e
2nij6 lnS(j + l)-

Thus, it will suffice, by (2) of Lemma 1, to prove the assertion with Oj - aj+x

replaced by ct +1 .

We define the sequence {jn} to be a reordering of the integers Nk, Nk +

1, ... , Nk+X - 1, so that jx8 <j28-< jr8 < 1/2 < jr+x8 < < j\Nk+i-Nk)0

(mod 1). Then

1 -e    A > -(1 ~e
n

2nij,8,       ,   2nij.8 2nij,6, ,   2nij„
\ + \e     '   -e   Jl N-v\e    ""

2nii.i7 Jn

> lnö/nNk ,    for 1 < n < r,

and

h>2
n

_ e"»'7»"| > _(|1 - e2n,J[N^-Nkf\ + IfA'A+.-'v6 - e2nii{N^-N"-i)6\

i   2jcij,.,d 2nijß,
-\-he - e     A

> l(Nk+x -Nk- n)ô/7tNk ,     for r < n < Nk+X - Nk .
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Thus,

rr1       j       ^-"   271 i 11 -p2niJ«1
Nk<\j\<Nk+t n=\      ZnJAl       e

Nk+l-Nk

4(5«/
n=\ J"

NM-Nk

<-2 T. à
n=\

<M2ln(Nk)

for some constant M2.

Now for the lower bound, we note similarly that |1 - e2nii"e\ < nô'/Nk for

I <n< Nk+X - Nk , so that

NM-Nk Nk+l-Nk
Y  _-_>   Y"       k
¿Í    2AJAe2-A|-    ¿j    2xS'njH

2^(5"^'««=i

> Mx ln(Nk)

for some constant Mx .

We see by Lemma 2 that {ern} does not satisfy the hypothesis of the Marcin-

kiewicz Theorem. In the following theorem, we apply Marcinkiewicz using an

appropriately modified sequence.

Theorem 1. Suppose v is absolutely continuous,v(0) = v(l), and {ln(\n\)cn(v')}

is the sequence of Fourier coefficients of an L" function, p > 1. Then v is

cohomologous to the constant cQ(v).

Proof. We have that {2ninln(\n\)cn(v)} is the sequence of Fourier coefficients

of an Lp function. Also, as in Lemma 2, we see that {an/ln(\n\)} satisfies the

hypotheses of the Marcinkiewicz Theorem. Thus {cn(v)/(l - e K,n )} is the

sequence of Fourier coefficients of an Lp function w . Then by substitution

we see that v , c0(v), and w satisfy (1).

We use Theorem 1 to show the cohomological equivalence of functions of

the form x" - l/(a+ I).

Theorem 2. The functions A-l/(a+l) and x-l/(ß+l) are cohomologous,

for any a, ß > 0.

Proof. Let va(x) = Xa - x . By Theorem 1, it will suffice to show that {ln(|«|)

x cn(v'a)} is the sequence of Fourier coefficients of an Lp function, p > 1. By

previous results [21, we need only consider 0 < a < 1/2.
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We use a change of variables to write, for n ^ 0, cn(v'a) - a\n\ aIn a, where

F    = /r!"1 e~2nix{mmxa-x dx . Choose an e, 0 < e < a, and note that t/  .
n, a       J\i ' ' a—e

is in F^ for some p > 1 . Now we have that

. aln(|n|)J   „ ,

n ,a—£

It will suffice to show that each of the three sequences {ln(|n|)|/j|-£}, {/n Q},

and {l//„ Q_£} satisfies the hypotheses of the Marcinkiewicz Theorem. We will

use the fact that if a sequence {mn} is eventually monotone, then for large k ,

the Marcinkiewicz sum telescopes, so that

£       K - ™n+il = I™*, - »V, I + I^-aí) - w(-^+l)l •
Nk<\n\<Nk+t

Thus, a bounded, eventually monotone sequence gives a bounded multiplier.

This comment is enough to show that the first of our sequences is a bounded

multiplier: for n large in absolute value, ln(|77|)|«|~£ decreases monotonically

as |«| increases. Now we consider the sequence {In a) . We write

'"' cos27LX  ,    ,  . /*'"' sin27z:.x  ,
dx

F"1 cos 2nx .    , . f
I =    / -:- dX±l
n'a    Jo      xx~a

= an(a)±ibn(a)

xx~a

Clearly, {bn(a)} is increasing as \n\ increases. Integration by parts shows that

{an(a)} is also increasing, and that both {an(a)} and {bn(a)} are bounded.

Thus by the remark above, the second sequence is also a bounded multiplier.

Finally, we consider the sequence {l/Ina_s} = {F,a_e/IF>ct_£|2} •   Now,

{In a_E) is a bounded multiplier by the same argument as above. Also, \I  a_e\

= (an(a-e)) +(bn(a-e)) , so that {l/|/„ a_e\ } is eventually decreasing, and

is thus a bounded multiplier.

Corollary 1. // v(x) = ¡£j_, ß.xa>, where F e R, aj > 0, and if v(0) = v(l),

then v is cohomologous to its integral c0(v).

Proof. By Theorem 2, we have that for each j, with a ^ 0, ß:Xa> -ß./(a+1)

is cohomologous to ß Ax—1/2). Thus 7j-c0(f) is cohomologous to (]TJa jo^/)

x (x - 1/2), which is 0 since v(0) = v(l).

Corollary 2. Let v(x) = £"=, j8;X°J . w/îere ô; el, a}. > 0. // u(0) 7¿ u(l)

a«i/ 7/ ü «as integral 0, ?«e« ?/ze 5/cew product Tv is ergodic.

Proof. As in Corollary 1, we see that v is cohomologous to c(x - 1/2), where

c is nonzero. The corollary then follows from the ergodicity of Tx_x,2, which

is established in [5].

We now apply our cohomology results to compact skew products. We will
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need the following definitions:

Two circle-valued functions fx and f2 defined on R/Z are multiplicatively

cohomologous if there exists a Lebesgue measurable circle-valued function g

such that

(2) fl(x)/f2(x)^g(x)/g(x + 8)

for almost all x. A simple substitution shows that e s ' is multiplicatively

cohomologous to e nWl if tJj is cohomologous to v2 .

A circle-valued function / on R/Z defines a compact skew product

Sf: R/ZxT^R/ZxT,

Sf(x,ß) = (x + 8,ßf(x)).

Just as with noncompact skew products, fx cohomologous to f2 implies that

the corresponding skew products Sf and Sf  share either ergodicity or lack of
7i 72

ergodicity. The compact case is simpler than the noncompact in that a Fourier

series argument can be used to show that A is ergodic if and only if / is not

cohomologous to 1 for any nonzero integer k .

Applying Corollary 1 now gives us the following corollary.

Corollary 3. // v(x) = £" ßjXaj, where F € R, a¡ > 0, then the compact

skew product Sg2*tv is ergodic if and only if either

(1) v(0)¿v(l)

or

(2) v(0) = v(l) and fv ^ p + qd for any p, q e Q.

Proof. If v(0) t¿ 77(1), define a nonconstant linear function u by u(x) =

xv(l) + (1 -x)v(0). Then by Corollary 1, v - u is cohomologous to a constant

c, so that e *'" is multiplicatively cohomologous to e Kl(-U+C>. By [3], e * ("+c)

cannot be cohomologous to 1 for nonconstant u and k ^¿ 0.

If v(0) - v(l) then by Corollary 1, v is cohomologous to its integral c0(v).

Thus e *'" is multiplicatively cohomologous to e *lc°(v>, so that «S^*™ is ergodic

if and only if S^ow is ergodic. The latter is ergodic if and only if e *' Co(v)

is not cohomologous to 1 for any integer k ^ 0. This is true if and only if

e2"' Co(v) is not an eigenvalue for rotation by 8 , so not of the form e *'•' for

any integers j and k ^ 0.
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